Cooking a big duck for a small family
The first thing that comes to your mind when you consider cooking the whole duck is to
stuff it. Well, it’s a great idea for a party and we’ll talk about it later, but what if you have
a small family and are not thrilled by the perspective of eating duck leftovers every day
for a week (remember that Thanksgiving turkey last year?). You’ll find plenty of options
for cooking meaty breasts and legs, but how to utilize the carcass? Try this simple recipe
called Duck Jelly.
1. Remove the carcass. To do that, just cut the duck gently along the breast, and then
separate the meat from the bones, moving from the breast to the back and cutting
through the wing and leg joints.

Duck Jelly ingredients

2. In a 3-quart pot, bring to boil 5 cups of water. Add the duck carcass, 1 small onion
and 1 clove garlic finely chopped. Cook on low to medium heat for 1 hour. Add ½
pound lean beef and continue cooking for 2 more hours. Add 1 medium carrot, salt
and spices to taste (I always use bay leaves, black peppercorn, and clove bud;
rosemary and thyme are perfect, too) and cook for approximately ½ hour. The meet
must be fully cooked and can be easily separated from the bones.
3. Remove the carcass from the pot, cool down a bit, and separate the meat from the
bones. It’s a tedious job, but you’ll be surprised how much meat you’ll scavenge.
Tear the beef in small pieces too. Mix all the meat gently and add some salt if needed.
4. In a 2-inch deep dish, put 2 tbsp beef gelatin, pour 3 cups of the broth through the
colander, and mix thoroughly until the gelatin is completely dissolved. Add the meat
and mix it in gently. Slice the cooked carrot and decorate the top of the dish. Let it
cool down completely, and then put in the fridge overnight. You can freeze the
leftover broth, and use it later as the base for vegetable soup or even chowder.

Duck Jelly final product

5. Serve with horseradish and hot potatoes (boiled or mashed). One duck carcass makes
4 generous servings of Duck Jelly, and you can safely keep it in the fridge for a week.

Duck Jelly serving
And finally, as promised, here are some stuffing ideas. For all of them you will need to
slice one big onion and cook it until golden brown with the duck fat. If you have duck
giblets, cook them with the onion, and then chop. Mix with one of the options listed
below, add salt to taste, and stuff your bird.


Light and juicy. Core and slice 2-3 Granny Smith apples, add 1 tsp pumpkin pie
spice.



Hearty. Mix 1 cup of cooked whole buckwheat and ground black pepper to taste.



Sweet and sour. Mix 1 cup of cooked rice with a dozen of prunes (soak the prunes
for 5 min in hot water). Add 1 tsp Herbs of Provence.

And one last minute idea: if you want to impress your guests, stuff a half-boneless duck.
Just remove the carcass and freeze it for later. In that case you’ll need twice as much
stuffing.

